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Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook 4th
I have a dozen Military Surplus Rifles - I am an Obsessive Compulsive MilSurp Rifle 'collector' who
cannot control himself. In order to keep the costs down, I decided a while back to cast bullets from
Wheel Weights and save a Butt-Load of money. I just don't find very much reloading data for cast
bullets in my Reloading Manuals. I have in my Reloading Manual collection now: Modern Reloading
...
Best Reloading Manuals for Cast Bullets - Gunloads.com
GMDR.Load ballistics and reloading software home page. Description of the program's main utilities
and features. Reloading data bases available through RCBS.
GMDR.Load software
Manufacturers of Quality Hard Cast Lead Bullets made with Virgin Alloys for all Reloaders
demanding Greater Accuracy. Also manufacurer of Ammunition and supplier of Smokeless Powder,
Starline Brass and Shooter's Choice Gun Care Products.
The Bullet Barn - Reloading Products
bikesandguns, Welcome to the Forum. I just checked the Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook, 4th Edition,
on page 153, the heaviest .30-06 cast bullet listed is the #311284, 210 grain bullet.
cast bullets for 30-06 - Shooters Forum
.45 ACP - 215 & 230 GR (Lyman Cast Bullet Data) Warning! Notes: cases: Federal; trim-to length:
.888"; primers: CCI 300; primer size: Large Pistol; Lyman shell holder ...
215 & 230 GR (Lyman Cast Bullet Data) - Load Data
If a little is good, more is not necessarily better. The Golden Age of Cast Hollow Points was arguably
in the 1890s, when they were embraced by the hunting community and established themselves as
killers of the first order.
The Golden Age of Cast Hollow Points was arguably in the ...
The Keith bullet is designed for maximum shock, however Keith recommended a particular load
level and alloy with his bullet too. Deer and Pig hunters loads are a little hotter and are best
matched with BHN15 Lyman #2 alloy that does not splatter or fragment and expands well at pig
load level.
1894C bullets - Shooters Forum
For it to work right you really need custom cast bullets sized .314" but you can use the .311s, your
just probably going to get some leading. Dont use a filler, Some folks will use cream of wheat
because they think its gonna make their load more consistent, but 13 gr of unique is gonna fill the
.303 brit case a little over half way, there wont be an excessive amount of space left and the loads
...
303 british reloading | The Firearms Forum - The Buying ...
Way back in the dawn of time, when I started casting, I had the current Lyman cast bullet book. Not
sure but I think it was the first Lyman, glossy cover with a white plastic binder strip. It seems like I
remember that either there was a chart of molds and top punches or they listed them by mold
number with a picture and the G number. Is there anything available online that would give the
mold ...
Top Punch Chart? - Cast Boolits
For cast bullet data the Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook 4th Edition has data on 5 different cast bullets
with 16 different powders . Lyman # 311252 - 75 grain Round Nose
32 H&R load data? - Ruger Forum
327 rifle loads. This is a discussion on 327 rifle loads within the Reloading forums, part of the
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Firearm Forum category; I'm in the process of developing 327 fed loads for my Henry rifles and
carbines. The usual jacketed bullets work well, but in general I'm ...
327 rifle loads - Ruger Forum
I haven't loaded a lot of cast bullets in the .40, but have had good luck with a 180gr. LFP basicly a
TC bullet and a 155gr LSWC bullet loaded in a G23 and a Kahr cw40.
Lead Bullets For .40 S&W | The Leading Glock Forum and ...
The .30 WCF and the Model 1894 Winchester. by Jim Taylor (some of the data in this article may be
dated, since the article was originally written in 1996)
The .30 WCF and the Model 1894 Winchester - Leverguns
Discover shooting books and shotgun shell reloading books from Cabela's that guide you through
do-it-yourself customizing techniques.
Gun Books - Shooting Books - Firearms Books - Cabela's
44 Special is a helluva round and packs a punch when loaded right. I shoot it alot in my 44 Mag
Ruger Redhawks at the range It is sort of a bastard round and if you want to load it, you will more
than likely have to order the brass like I do.
44 magnum\special | The Firearms Forum - The Buying ...
The .460 Weatherby Magnum is a belted, bottlenecked rifle cartridge, developed by Roy Weatherby
in 1957. The cartridge is based on the .378 Weatherby Magnum necked up to accept the .458-inch
(11.6 mm) bullet. The original .378 Weatherby Magnum parent case was inspired by the .416 Rigby.
The .460 Weatherby Magnum was designed as an African dangerous game rifle cartridge for the
hunting of heavy ...
.460 Weatherby Magnum - Wikipedia
Tungsten, or wolfram, is a chemical element with symbol W and atomic number 74. The name
tungsten comes from the former Swedish name for the tungstate mineral scheelite, tung sten or
"heavy stone". Tungsten is a rare metal found naturally on Earth almost exclusively combined with
other elements in chemical compounds rather than alone. It was identified as a new element in
1781 and first ...
Tungsten - Wikipedia
Password requirements: 6 to 30 characters long; ASCII characters only (characters found on a
standard US keyboard); must contain at least 4 different symbols;
Join LiveJournal
33000+ free ebooks online. Did you know that you can help us produce ebooks by proof-reading
just one page a day? Go to: Distributed Proofreaders
Browse By Author: M - Project Gutenberg
A NEW REALITY IS BEING BORN... Please see our Fair Use Notice. April 12, 2011 Eye of The Storm
Series #12: Pushing Ahead No Matter What! Hello everysoul!
Eye of The Storm Series #12: Pushing Ahead No Matter What!
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